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WORKPLACE
ENVIRONMENTS
We devote endless hours to being hunched
over paperwork, computer screens or our
chosen medium of livelihood. The average
adult is said to spend at least a third of
his/her 24-hour-day working or in workrelated activities. Many put in much more
time than that too. The workplace thus
becomes our second home, spending more
awake-hours there than anywhere else.
A growing acknowledgment of the
workplace playing a critical role in our
lives has led to a distinguished design
approach in this realm. Today, design of
the office space is trending towards a
changing dynamic of the workforce and its
mindset. These environments address the
physiological as well as the psychological
sensitivities of their inhabitants,
encouraging not only efficiency but also a
motivated proficiency of work.

While some organisations address an
unyielding structure of hierarchy that is
representative of maturity and stability,
others cater to an open culture of
interaction and collaboration. While some
prefer the seriousness of a monotone
palette, others break into motley of
colours. The design language is evolving
to create a balance between ergonomics,
visual comfort, as well as a sense of
individual and community identity.
And light is increasingly becoming the
chosen tool to articulate this design and
its altering subtleties.
The following are projects which illustrate
that it is not enough to offer a desk and
chair, but presenting an environment that
is stimulating, energizing and invigorating
can transform the mundane task to an
exhilarating experience.
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A DECADE OF
TRANSFORMATION
Pic: Sharath Mohan

With an era of transformative technology under their belt, and a decade of honing
their infrastructure, Cisco adds another building to its compelling campus. Charting
an intriguing journey of adaptation and progression, translated into an immersive
ecosystem by RSP Design Consultants, Mrinalini Ghadiok unravels the story of
accommodating dynamic human resources, and creating an enveloping environment.
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“Our physical is not forcing people to do something
that they don’t want to, it is actually modeled
after the way our occupants are behaving, and
how they are doing their work. The key to that
is to have a tremendous selection of space types
to accommodate a diverse span of functions,
set of cultures and ultimately generations in
the workplace.” - Dave Wagner, VP of Global
Workplace Resources, Cisco

Building #16
Pic: Manoj Masand
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Once nicknamed the Garden City for its
lush expanses, pockets of verdant thicket
and peppered with over 200 water holes,
Bangalore today stands as a changed city.
The southern beauty is now referred to by
her former name, Bengaluru; is known as
the Silicon Valley of India, and is inhabited
by more than 200 software companies. The
city, which was popular with students for
its many renowned educational institutes,
is now overcome with young professionals
aspiring for work and life in the IT sector
or waging to evolve their start-ups into
successful businesses. Bangalore, or
better so Bengaluru has given way to the
Pensioner’s Paradise to become the fastest
growing cosmopolitan city in Asia.
There is no surprise then that when the
celebrated American IT enterprise, Cisco
was seeking to establish a presence in the
East in 2005, they set foot within the
largest conglomeration of engineers in
India. The San Jose based company that
worked out of 7 million square feet of office
space, desired to move nearer to the source
of business, and develop a globalisation
centre. Driven by the sheer availability of
talent, Cisco emerged in Bengaluru to
found its Eastern Headquarters.
Prasad HR, Director of Work Place
Resources India at Cisco defines the
thought behind the company’s arrival in
India - “Globalisation for us means going
down closer to where the clients are, where
the actual business is. Instead of making

Building #11, Clubhouse & Amphitheatre
Pic: Gopal HK

products and selling them in a market, we
wanted to go into the market to understand
the kind of products that were required,
and accordingly innovate ideas, and design
and build the products and systems to meet
those requirements of a particular user in
his/her own territory.”
Cisco found a partner in the recognised
Bengaluru developer, Prestige, who offered
them a large tract of land in Cessna
Business Park, on which a state-of-the-art
campus could be built. Enfolding into their
team RSP Design Consultants, Cisco began
to outline its future vision in what was to
eventually become a mini city. Projecting

at their growth over the next ten years,
the masterplan for the approximately
45-acre site located in Marathahalli was
meticulously developed by RSP, keeping
in mind the ambition to create a selfsufficient estate.
The masterplan accommodated a total
of eleven buildings, two multi-level car
parks and a hotel, of which Phase 1 of
construction would address two office
blocks, one clubhouse and one multilevel car park. Although developed and
constructed by Prestige, the campus
conformed to all requirements and adhered
to all guidelines laid out by Cisco for
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“As per our philosophy we typically design outside in and
inside out. When we design the interiors for a corporate,
we do so keeping in mind their DNA. However, the inside
also effects and modulates the outside of the building, such
as the structure, skin etc.”
- Arunjot Singh Bhalla, Managing Director, RSP

Cisco Main Entrance
Pic: RSP Design Consultants

Pic: Patrick Bingham Hall

infrastructure that would be most efficient
for their functioning.
RSP was entrusted with the task of not
only generating the overall site layout, but
also designing the variegated structures
on campus. Arunjot Singh Bhalla, Managing
Director of RSP, who spearheaded the Cisco
project then, describes an interesting
conversation that outlined the design brief
and Cisco’s strong emphasis on functional
efficiency – “Give us simple boxes, they
said. And when I asked, what kind of
‘boxes’; they said, ok, give us elegant
boxes.” That was the genesis of the building
language on campus – essentially rectilinear
glass structures that represented maximized
efficiency, in form, function and evolution.
Thus emerged a cohesive environment for
a Research and Development facility with
interconnected buildings that fostered both
formal and informal interaction, crafted
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a series of interstitial spaces for passive
and active recreation, and fashioned the
landscape to acclimate with the built
environment.
Praveen Vasudeva, Center of Excellence Real Estate, tells us about how the campus
was fastidiously developed to be able to
meet the ever changing business over a
span of the next 5- 10 years, and also
ensure that Cisco is able to attract and
retain talent. “The entire journey from site
selection, to the design of the campus was
very meticulously planned, not just to build
but also to sustain the campus.”
Reinforcing the need to sustain and
maintain the campus over time, Rajagopal,
Center of Excellence - Facility Management,
says, “Technology integration was essential
for all building systems to ensure an
ease of operation and be able to predict
maintenance through run hours rather than

traditional means of maintaining buildings.”
Occupying the northwestern corner of the
elongated site were the first pair of office
buildings, while the multi-level car park
was housed on the northeastern corner, and
the clubhouse curved between them. The
buildings were connected with an expansive
basement that ran under a large portion of
the structures, as well as sky-bridges that
facilitated movement at a higher level.
Movement was a driving parameter in
the overall layout of the site – movement
of vehicles on the peripheral paths,
movement of pedestrians through the
campus between buildings, and the
movement of staff from one building to
another through connecting walkways.
Another prominent factor that determined
the design was flexibility. RSP had to cater
to Prestige as the owner of the land and its
structures, while at the same time address

the concerns of Cisco as the tenant who
would be occupying the buildings. Bhalla
says, “As per our philosophy of doing things,
we typically design outside in and inside
out. When we design the interiors for a
corporate, we do so keeping in mind their
DNA. However, the inside also effects and
modulates the outside of the building, such
as the structure, skin etc.”
Extensive research and study went in to
determine the parameters of the built
requirements. Workshops were held
to assess and evaluate the functioning
of Cisco’s systems and understand the
client, as well as educate them about the
prevalent and available resources with
which the campus was to be developed.
As a global forerunner in the IT sector, it
was but obvious that the campus would be
a magnet for the most current and
upcoming technology.

VC Gopalratnam, Senior VP and Chief
Information Officer at Cisco tells us,
“Cisco IT is the largest customer of Cisco
globally. We are the first users of anything
that we develop, and because we are
practitioners, we really get the opportunity
to implement whatever the company
develops. Not only implement, but also
implement to scale, and globally. We have
the unique opportunity and perspective
to really critique what we bring to the
market, before we actually take it to the
outside world.”
Manifesting Cisco’s latest products in their
realm, Buildings #11 and #12 inaugurated
the campus in 2006, followed by buildings
#13 and #14, each covering approximately
250,000 sq. ft. of area. Buildings #15 and
#16 followed suit, of course offering higher
specifications, more sophisticated operating
systems, and an area close to a time and a

half of the previous structures
at 330,000 sq. ft. each.
“It was during that time when India was
abuzz with the phenomenon of green
architecture, and projects sought the
highest LEED ratings. Building #14, and
subsequently #15 and #16 that brought on
Phase 2 of the campus, aimed for nothing
less than a Platinum rating by LEED. In
order to qualify, they had to implement
multifarious rigorous codes, which included
advance Building Management Systems,
as well as highly sophisticated Lighting
Management Systems. On certification,
it was at that time considered as one of
the highest Platinum LEED ID+C projects
globally,” says Abdul Khan, Centre of
Excellence for Projects.
Cisco then was also initiating a new concept,
called Connected Real Estate, wherein all
the building’s systems could communicate
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“Globalisation means going
down closer to where the
clients are, where the actual
business is.”
- Prasad HR, Director of Work
Place Resources India, Cisco

Building #14 Garden
Pic: RSP Design Consultants

Pic: RSP Design Consultants

with one another, and converge onto a
common platform. Working with LEED
facilitators, RSP labored to evolve a
structure to qualify for the rating, one of
the focus areas of which was lighting.
The team led by Gopal Rao, Principal
Advisor, Engineering at RSP concentrated
on engineering services including Lighting
Power Density, or how much power was
used for lighting one square-foot of area.
While Building #11 had recorded 1.5W/
sq. ft., there was growing interest to use
more efficient lamps sources, luminaires,
as well as control gears. More efficient
lighting sources such as LEDs were making
inroads in the country, but with a trailing
wind of short lifespans, and a high failure
rate. Playing it safe, Cisco agreed to
their use, but limited LED lighting to
non-critical areas such as corridors and
services, and experimented with the
latest T5 technology in the workstations.
Collaborating with leading companies
such as Lutron and Schneider, Cisco and
RSP worked together to establish the most
energy efficient and cost effective lighting
management systems that could give
substantial energy savings by incorporating
dimming, daylight and occupation
sensors and other extensive controls. An
important aspect of this process became
the acquisition of data that could then be

integrated into the Building Management
System for augmented proficiency.
The next building, #17 that was constructed,
saw higher energy consumption,
predominantly due to the large number of
extremely dense labs, in which the power
requirement was substantial. Building #18
on the other hand housed more workspaces,
and therefore was lighter in power
consumption.
The working culture in Cisco had been
evolving through the years. When the R&D
centre was initially set up, people were
usually anchored to their desks, working
from personalized workstations. Certain
businesses were clubbed together and
formed ‘neighbourhoods’, which occupied
consolidated areas within the buildings.
However, with passing time, the work
environment witnessed much change, which
was demanded by the people working there.
Uma Vinay Kumar, Lead Work Place Manager
at Cisco explains – “There were significant
changes between the earlier and later
buildings on campus. These changes were
incorporated into the building design
because workspace and the way people
relate to workspace changed over a period
of time. With a growing emphasis on
collaboration, and an increasing number
of millennials joining the workforce, the
workspace had to evolve to cater to a

multi-generational staff, making it more
relevant and useful for them.”
Cisco’s workforce spans over four
generations and it was imperative for the
campus to address the needs and concerns
of them all. While some employees may
have found comfort in enclosed and
personalize workstations, more and more
were tending towards a collaborative
environment, conducive to interaction and
flexibility in their working. This gave rise to
a new approach to designing the buildings.
Although flexibility was addressed as a
principal starting from Building #11, which
incorporated raised flooring that facilitated
easy transformation of furniture layout
changes; as new infrastructure came up,
the systems became more sophisticated and
convenient.
Building #18 contains large open floor
plates that are held together with a
central core consisting of services and
vertical circulation. Contrary to visual
belief, the 6’ x 6’ grid housing innumerable
workstations allows for convenient change
in the furniture layouts. While entire
neighbourhoods can change to bullpen
arrangements if required, individual
employees can also personalize their
workspace by altering and adjusting their
own furniture.
The periphery is kept accessible for easy

Building #15 Music Louge
Pic: Manoj Masand

Building #17 Galaxy Lounge
Pic: Manoj Masand

circulation as natural light coming through
the glazed façade inundates the partitionless halls. The external sun shading devices
that can be seen in Buildings #11 and #12
are conspicuously missing here. Although
precisely specified low-e, high quality
glass cuts glare, individually operated
blinds give full control in the hands of
the employees, who often cherish the
streaming sun. Supplemented with up-down
LED pendant fixtures, the working area
is rendered in a cool white uniform light
that induces efficiency. Sensors fitted at
periodic intervals across the ceiling help
determine levels of illumination in the
space, which are then controlled by BMS
for increased conservation of energy. A time
based switching off of lights also allows for
certain overriding features that can be used
to conveniently extend the settings directly
by inhabiting employees.
Each work area has its own open ‘stand
up scrum’ space that accommodates quick
discussions in large groups. Smaller and
more intimate meetings are possible in
the Audio Privacy Rooms, Meeting Rooms
and Quiet Rooms, which can be used for
video conferencing, focused collaborative
activities and even individual down times.
With a 2’ x 2’ ceiling grid, flat LED panels
incorporated within the geometry fill the
volume in equal light.
These independent rooms can be reserved in
advance through an advanced technological
system prevalent across the campus.
Employees can tap their access card at
any of the multiple ‘Tour Stops’ located
in each building and sign up to use the
facilities. Connecting to the Cisco system
enables them to choose their work areas,
or ‘touch-down’ according to their agendas
for the day. They can plan their meetings,
or customize facilities to their preferences
through the online network, facilitating a
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“The Creativity Zones had
a particular character to
them; no one was the same
as another. Plus there was
a lot of involvement with
the user groups in terms of
what functions would go into
the space. So, people began
to move.” - Fancy George,
Director of Interiors, RSP

Building #18 Green House
Pic: Manoj Masand

Building #18 E-Café
Pic: Manoj Masand

Building #18 Channapatna Toy Shop
Pic: Manoj Masand

Building #18 The Factory Floor
Pic: Manoj Masand

greater flexibility in choosing their work
environment as per need and desire.
The requirement for a flexible work
environment resulted in a new typology of
space – the ‘Creativity Zones’. These were
designated areas each with a different
function, sprinkled across the later
buildings. Since each zone was rendered
with a specific purpose and aesthetic,
offering varied ambiences, it facilitated the
movement of people away from their work
desks and around the campus.
“By the time Buildings #15 and #16
were getting built, there was a need to
encourage greater collaboration among

the employees, not only between floors
but also across buildings and the entire
campus. So a new typology of space called
the ‘Creativity Zone’ was formed. The
Creativity Zones had a unique character to
each one of them; no one was the same
as another. Plus there was a big effort
to involve user groups in terms of what
functions would go into these spaces. Soon
the employees began to ‘move’ and explore
their own campus,” says Fancy George,
Director of Interiors at RSP.
With their evident acceptance, the
Creativity Zones were made more recurrent
and exciting, catering to passive functions

like discussions or more active ones like
recreation; themed as the Den, Music
Lounge, Box Office, English Garden, Stadium,
Park and even the Galaxy Lounge. Some of
the most frequented ones in Building #18
are the Channapatna Toy Shop, Courtyard
and Greenhouse. The ‘Channapatna Toy
Shop’ is a sudden break away from the staid
interiors of the workspace into a vibrant
riot of colours. Taking inspiration from
the nearby craft hub of Channapatna, it
is peppered with giant ‘toys’ bought from
the source itself. The vivid colours come
alive in a bright wash of light from ceiling
recessed downlights that accentuate the

lacquered forms, while creating a lively
and playful mood. The ‘Greenhouse’ on
the other hand plays on an abundance
of daylight that floods the verdant space.
Replete with a series of vertical planters,
a glass enclosure that houses large plants
and picnic benches, as well as old-school
wire pendants with exposed-lamps, a fresh
outdoor-like environment is created in the
space. Juxtaposed against these organic
elements, a series of triangulated pendants
are suspended at the entrance to celebrate
the seating.
The lighting scheme became an important
aspect for creating variegated ambiences

Building #18 E-Café
Pic: Manoj Masand

in these spaces. Well entrenched in the
thematic setting of each, some zones such
as the Factory Workshop hang industrial
looking steel pendants from a ceiling truss
to cast pools of light over gaming tables,
while the Galaxy Lounge plays with a
vibrant range of concealed coloured light to
give an ethereal feel.
While Creativity Zones encourage
employees to choose their preferred
setting of work, other amenities such as
recreation areas, healthcare and daycare
facilities, as well as fully functional
eateries cater to the varying needs of the
staff. A popular cafeteria located between

Buildings #17 and #18 offers a range of
different cuisines. The enormous space
enclosed with floor to ceiling glass on
one side, and dotted with dramatically
oversized red drop pendent lights doubles
as a collection area for big gatherings.
Similar assemblies wherein a sizeable
audience needs to be seated are held in
the Event Centre, which is equipped with
large screen projections, video streaming
of live events, as well as presentations and
talks. The ceiling is studded with rows of
light projectors that can be individually
programmed and controlled for a plethora
of events and functions.
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Building #16 Relaxation Lounge
Pic: RSP Design Consultants

Building #17 Kulture Café
Pic: Manoj Masand

A completely self-sustained campus that
presents to its staff a space for personal
work and recreation, as well as welcomes
their families into its realm for social
activities and occasions, is pleasantly
witness to a high happiness quotient. They
staff is found working as much as playing,
and seems to enjoy the space they are in.
Nagesh Ramamurthy, Director of Project
Management at CBRE, who has been
handling the Cisco project for over two
years talks about his personal experience “I look forward to coming to work everyday.
I spend a lot of time on the campus, and
it is not all because of work. There is
something that keeps me here. People
have to live here to work here, and there
is everything that you could possibly need.
The space is live-able.”
While there are those who spend endless
hours on campus, involved with varied
activities, there are others who spend more
time traveling. It is said that at any point,
only 75% of the total staff is on campus. A
flexible collaborative space that allows and
conditions their staff to work from different
spaces and under different scenarios ends
up not only providing for them, but also

saving on precious real estate. Everyone,
from members of the senior leadership
to interns, researchers to marketers to
engineers, they all choose where and how
they work.
“We are in an environment where we need
to respond to the market much faster, work
and co-work with an ecosystem consisting
of partners, startups as well as customers.
While the new collaborative work
environment is great and there is increased
interaction and high energy levels, it is still
a business imperative and not something
that we are doing just because it feels good.
I have spent almost four months in Building
#18, and I have never felt the loss of an
office space. I am actually enjoying every
moment of it,” says Amit Phadnis, Senior VP
Engineering and India Site Leader for Cisco.
Dave Wagner, VP of Global Workplace
Resources for Cisco gives us a different
but equally important perspective - “Our
physical is not forcing people to do
something that they don’t want to do, our
physical is actually modeled after the way
our occupants are behaving, and how they
are doing their work. The key to that is to
have a tremendous opportunity of selection

of space types so that people can have
open collaborations, energetic areas of
scrum, and agile or quiet spaces to focus
and work. That is the only way to we can
truly accommodate such a diverse span of
functions on the same campus and such
a diverse set of cultures and ultimately
generations in the workplace.” Wagner’s
global portfolio demands much travel of
him, resulting in pending jetlag and odd
hours of work. When he visits Bengaluru,
besides meeting executives in conference
rooms and touring the campus, he finds
his way to the many Creativity Zones
where he can play a game of pool or even
catch a short snooze to rejuvenate. With a
mischievous grin he jokingly says, “I have
probably taken more naps in the nap pods
and massage chairs than other people.”
The Cisco campus in Bengaluru has garnered
a reputation for offering the best and being
at par with the one in San Jose. The only
thing that could slow its growth is perhaps
its external infrastructure. Although located
on a major arterial road, the commute
for such a large number of people that
are concentrated on that acreage is
getting very difficult. It took us almost

Building #16
Pic: Manoj Masand

the same amount of time from the RSP
office in Ashok Nagar to the Cisco campus
in Marathahalli, what would not be more
than a 12 km distance, as it did to fly from
Delhi to Bengaluru. Once there, we were
courteously greeted, escorted past security
into Building #11, politely offered visitor
badges and taken straight to a meeting
room. We sat around a table that was
spotless, had a meeting that was precise,
and were promptly handed over to the next
set of people who facilitated a patient yet
extensive tour around the campus that
lasted another few hours.
Meticulous and accurate is how I would
describe our first interaction with Cisco, its
staff and campus. It is how I would label
the space and it’s functioning. And I would
really choose the exact same words to
define the process behind coordinating this
story. Cisco seems to translate a meticulous
structure into an accurate experience of its
products, services, systems as well as built
environment.
I wonder, what would it feel like to be one
of the 10,000 or so people on that campus
– would I just be a small fish in a big pond?
But what if the big pond had everything
that I could possibly need?!
www.rspindia.net
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